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Founded in 1873 by William
Douglas Herman, who came up
from London to join the
Pilkingtons glassworks as Head
Chemist, St Helens RFC played
their first games of rugby at

Queen’s Park, Boundary Road, before moving into
their ground at Knowsley Road in 1890.
The Saints, as they are universally known, joined the
Northern Union breakaway of clubs in 1895, to pay
their players for time they had lost at work or
‘broken time.’
The team played in the very first Challenge Cup final
in 1897, against Batley and won their first major
honour in 1926 when they beat local rivals St Helens
Recs in the Lancashire Cup final, with winger Alf
Ellaby becoming the club’s first major star.
By the early 1950s, they had become a major force in
Rugby League, winning the Challenge Cup in 1956
and with players such as Alex Murphy and Tom van
Vollenhoven, the success continued unabated.
In 1996 the club joined the inaugural full-time
professional Summer Super League competition and
were the first Champions, culminating in a World
Club Championship victory in 2001 against Brisbane
Broncos.
In 2012 the Saints moved into this marvellous
purpose-built stadium, on the site of a former
glassworks. Keiron Cunningham’s statue is a fitting
tribute to the many great players who have
represented the club since its formation and the
Saints continue to be proud ambassadors for Rugby
League on a national and international scale.

Author:- Alex Service, Saints Heritage Society

Knowsley Road Saturday 25th September 1954
St Helens 20 Huddersfield 7
Picture provided by Saints Heritage Society

Knowsley Road - last Super League match held on 
4th September 2010,  St Helens 40 Castleford Tigers 
30:- Picture by Bernard Platt
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The aerial photograph above of UGB was taken in
1970 and shows a southern / south-easterly view. It
was taken from the eastern side of Warrington Road,
opposite to the entrance / exit of the retail park,
looking across the old St Helens to Widnes railway
bridge at the bottom of Peasley Cross Lane. Slightly
to its right we see a new building constructed after
demolishing the Red Oxide factory that had been
there for many years, with its workers car park
opposite, both of which were on the now Saints
Stadium eastern perimeter. To the right we see the
main UGB building, with Burtonhead Road /
Ravenhead Colliery site behind and going further
south it extends across Sherdley Road, up to Lea
Green top left, and Rainhill top right.
So the whole of the Saints Stadium perimeter sits on
the combined sites of the two above factories.

Author:- Harry  Hickson

Map of the area 1800’s – Saints Stadium perimeter

Before the new St. Helens Rugby League Stadium

The actual site on which the
stadium was built had quite a bit of
history prior to any later
association with United Glass
Bottlemakers (UGB). Briefly, a
Duncan McKechnie opened a scrap

metal smelting / copper extraction factory in 1871 in
St Helens, and its location is clearly identified on the
old map at the bottom of the page.
A short distance to the east is shown a medium sized
building, identified as 'Red Oxide Works', owned by
the Hull & Liverpool Red Oxide Co. Many people, like
myself, will remember the Red Oxide Factory in the
1940s/1950s because of the red dust all over the
building and I might say, the pavements of Peasley
Cross Lane, not forgetting household lace curtains.
The Red Oxide Factory continued on this site for many
years until it was closed and demolished to allow
construction of the new UGB building and car park
around 1970, detailed in photo below

Author:- Harry Hickson
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APEX TRUST
We offer advice and guidance to people whose
actions or behaviours have led to negative
consequences for themselves and/or others. We
enable them to make positive choices and achieve
personal goals. Our vision is of a place where all
individuals have an opportunity to turn their lives
around to improve society and strengthen
communities.

Kurtz Sutton Alkali Works

In the 1890s, for anyone
looking towards town from this
location, the view would have
been dominated by many tall
chimneys. Most of these would
have belonged to the Kurtz

Sutton Alkali Works as shown in photograph 1
below, taken from the town end but spreading
back towards where you are now standing. Thus,
looking at this picture, beyond the railway signal
box, railway track and stonemason’s yard, the canal
is invisible, until, centre right, the short branch
leading into the huge complex of Kurtz Sutton
Alkali Works can be detected. Here, two Mersey
Flats, boats that sailed on the Sankey Canal, are
revealed by their masts and rigging, moored one
each side, rudders to the camera. The Alkali works
expanded tremendously from the canal-side site
which Andrew George Kurtz inherited from his
father in 1846. Well before this picture was taken
in the mid-1890s and they formed part of the
United Alkali Company, the works extended
beyond Warrington New Road to Langtree (now
Jackson) Street.
It was in this area that on 12 May 1899, a
devastating explosion took place as shown in
photograph 2 below. There were tragically four
deaths and damage was widespread. The scene
captured in the photograph shows the extensive
damage caused by the explosion.

Author:- Mary Presland, St. Helens Historical
Society
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U.G.B.(United Glass Bottle Manufacturers) 

The history of bottle making in St
Helens dates back to around 1720
and over the years there have
been a number of manufacturers.
In 1913 the United Glass Bottle
Manufacturers (UGB) was formed

through the merger of the two remaining firms in
St Helens – Cannington Shaw and Nuttalls (along
with four other bottlemakers). UGB's Sherdley
factory made bottles, glassware and containers and
its Ravenhead Works concentrated on
manufacturing stemware drinking glasses. The St
Helens Town Guide of 1951 described the then
operations at UGB in the town:"At the Ravenhead
and Sherdley Plants of United Glass Bottle
Manufacturers Ltd. exists a variety of manufacture
that is almost certainly without parallel in any glass-
making country of the world. Under one
Management no less than seven different types of
glass – white flint, pale, amber, green, opal, blue
and table glass are, produced. The production
ranges from the tiny Penicillin Vial to the 10-gallon
Carboy, and from the ordinary run of glass
containers through a series of low priced domestic
glassware to the more costly but automatically
manufactured stemware. Over the whole range of
production the weekly output of these two works
averages 8,000,000 individual items, or in the
course of a year no less than 400,000,000 units. To
make and handle this vast production, work is
provided for, on average, 4,000 local people.“
The Sherdley plant closed in 1981 after over a
hundred years of production and most buildings
were demolished in 1982. UGB continued until
1999 and the new Saints Rugby League stadium
was built on the site – although Cannington Shaw's
two-storey red brick no. 7 bottle shop still survives
(located to the left of Steve Prescott bridge from
this location). It dates back to about 1886 and is
classed as an ancient monument by English
Heritage.

Author:- Stephen Wainwright, Sutton Beauty &
Heritage

Photograph 1 below shows an elevated view of the
UGB site. Taken by Jim Lamb in 1990 from the
direction of the hospital at Peasley Cross, the
image looks north / north-east across regenerated
trees to the left of Peasley Cross Lane and shows
the last development at the old UGB factory; a
very clean gasometer, retail developments off
Warrington Road / the south end of Church Street,
the old terrace houses of the north / north easterly
districts of St Helens and climbing up to the green
countryside of Carr Mill with the high ground
around Billinge in the distance. In the late 1940’s
and early 1950’s (unless taken on a windy day), it
would have been almost impossible for the camera
to penetrate the industrial / domestic smoke
pollution.

Author:- Harry Hickson
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The Red Oxide factory
manufactured an extensive
range of mainly red products
used for many different
purposes, such as rouge for
women, protective paint for

battleships and even as facial decoration by
African tribes. Taking a closer look in the
foreground of this photograph, you can see red
earth – no doubt clear evidence of the former
land use.

Author:- Sutton Beauty and Heritage
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GLASS Futures, the organisation building a £54m
pioneering glass research facility in St Helens, is
among those leading the net zero conversation at
both the Labour Party and Conservative Party
conferences.

The not-for-profit membership organisation which
is building a base next to the Saints’ stadium is set
to lead the glass industry in developing high value,
zero-carbon products will be exhibiting in a new
Hydrogen Zone.

Exploring how hydrogen can play a role in the UK
achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2050 the
zone kicked off at the Labour Party Conference in
Liverpool on Sunday, September 25.

Richard Katz, CEO of Glass Futures, said: “Over the
last two years we’ve brought together partners
from industry, the supply chain and academic to
look at alternative low carbon fuels including
hydrogen so it’s great to be showcasing our work
as part of the conferences.

“The £7.1m Industrial Fuel Switching (IFS)
programme funded by the Department of Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) saw us carry
out trials to find a suitable low carbon fuel
alternatives to enable the decarbonisation of the
glass sector and, potentially, the rest of the
foundation industries.”

Under the lead of hydrogen expert Dr Palma
González Garcíais, Glass Futures ran several pilot-
scale tests looking into the effects of hydrogen in
glass melts, oxyfuel and hydrogen tests and
investigated a range of fuels including pure
hydrogen in their 350kW combustion test bed. The
full results are being published by Glass Futures in
conjunction with BEISS this autumn.

They also carried out the first large scale trails
using 100 biofuel in two industrial glass plants –
container and flat glass reducing the carbon
footprint of the glass produced by between 80-
90%.

Article Kelsey Maxwell St Helens Star
27th September 2022
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And finally……Did you know?

According to departing coach Kristian Woolf, St
Helens' fourth consecutive Grand Final win
established them as the best team of the Super
League era. Victory for Saints against Leeds at Old
Trafford meant they surpassed their previous
record of three straight wins, jointly held with the
Rhinos.

Saints’ first recorded floodlit match was against
Wigan at their ground at Dentons Green on 24th

January 1889 using 14 Wells Patent Electric Lamps

Christopher Chavasse, the former Bishop of
Rochester, played for the Saints during his early
days as a curate at St Helens Parish Church in the
1910-11 season

In 1915, James Peters, a former England rugby
union international scrum-half, became the first
player of Afro-Carribean heritage to play for the
club

The team first wore the red vee during the 1961
Challenge Cup final against Wigan at Wembley
Stadium

Tara Jones became the first Captain of St Helens
RFC Ladies in 2018

The Women’s Challenge Cup final 2021 between St.
Helens and York was the first time the final has
been shown on television. Saints beating York 34 –
6 in the final to win their first Challenge Cup title.

On 24th October 2022, Kasey Badger become the
first woman to referee a men’s World Cup match
between Tonga and Wales at the Totally Wicked
Stadium

Fans of St Helens RFC sing: “Come on you Saints”
often abbreviated to C.O.Y.S.

The final training session on the day before a match
is called the Captain’s Run

Saints have created a thriving Community
Foundation for the people of St Helens.

Author Alex Service, Saints Heritage Society
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Totally Wicked Stadium
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And finally……Did you know?

SAINTS have unveiled an adaptation of the club’s
crest which will be used to celebrate the club's
150th year to mark the 2023 season.

The new design is based on the current crest, first
used back prior to the 2012 season, which has been
emblazoned on the shirt for five Grand Final
victories.

The current crest boasts the red V and the SH oval
crest used from 1996 to 2010.

The new version incorporates gold edging added to
the outer border of the crest to signify the trophies
and honours won and throughout the 150 years of
the Club’s existence.
Below the main crest, a special scroll has been
incorporated that displays 150 YEARS as well as the
years 1873 and 2023.

St Helens RFC was founded at a meeting arranged
by William Douglas Herman in the Fleece Hotel,
Church Street, St Helens on the 19th November
1873.

Herman was then appointed as the Club’s first
Chairman. 150 years on, the 2023 season will see a
season-long celebration of the Club’s long and
glorious history culminating in the anniversary of its
founding on the 19th November 2023.

The season will be punctuated with special events
and many different ways for fans to be a part of,
and to mark this milestone moment for our great
Club.

The crest will appear on all Club related activity
throughout the 2023 season including the club’s
playing and replica kits, trainingwear and
leisurewear ranges as well as other
commemorative and limited-edition merchandise
ranges.

The club will officially kick-off the celebrations
when the 2023 kits are launched on the 5
November as part of the From The Ground Comes
Light Event at the Totally Wicked Stadium.

The season will also see nods to some of the other
crests used by the Club during its illustrious history,
including the St Helens town crest, the Stickman
and the ‘Play Up St Helens’ sky blue and brown
crest used in the celebrations for the departure
from Knowsley Road in 2010.

Article - St Helens Star 6th October 2022
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Saints 150th year
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